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Hyperball-J, a new germanium (Ge) detector array for hypernuclear gamma-ray

spectroscopy experiments at J-PARC is under construction. The array consists

of about 30 coaxial Ge detectors surrounded by PWO counters for background

suppression. Ge detectors are cooled by a compact mechanical pulse-tube cooler

to attain lower Ge crystal temperature than by conventional LN2 cooling. The

compact Ge detector unit allows for a dense placement of detectors around the

target. The absolute photo-peak efficiency of Hyperball-J is estimated to be 5.8%

for 1-MeV gamma-ray by simulation. In Hyperball-J, detectors are arranged into

upper and lower halves, each of which consists of three parallel detector planes.

Each plane can be moved so that the detector placement is best adjusted for

different targets.

Since the intensity of the K− beam will be higher by a factor of five or more than

the pion beam intensity in the last experiment at KEK, radiation damage of Ge

crystal is a serious problem. The effect of radiation damage on energy resolution

can be contained by keeping the Ge crystal temperature as low as possible. We

have succeeded in cooling the crystal down to about 70K by using mechanical

pulse-tube cooler of our choice, which is lower than the LN2 cooling by 20K and

sufficient for the purpose.1 The challenge of mechanical cooling of Ge detector

is a resolution degradation from microphonics noise due to vibrations generated

by the cooler. Therefore, we have chosen a pulse-tube cooler taking advantage of

its low vibration characteristics. Ge detector-cooler unit that we have developed

achieved comparable energy resolution with that of the LN2 cooling.

We have also developed a Hyperball-J control system based on the GUI pro-

gramming language LabVIEW. This system is capable of remotely controlling op-

erations of the Hyperball-J components including a Ge detector bias, a mechanical

cooler, PWO counters and so on, and constantly monitors the Ge crystal temper-

ature. Bias shutdown function is incorporated in the control system for protecting

the detector from high leakage current with a rising crystal temperature.
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